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Carbon Taxes: Accelerating Innovation While Cutting Emissions 

By Jonathan Marshall, Economics Policy Network contributor 

 

Summary 

 Carbon taxes greatly enhance innovation in clean technology, a benefit that is often 

overlooked in discussions of climate policy. 

 Many economic models underestimate this effect, thus exaggerating the cost of 

reducing emissions. 

 Policies that support innovation directly, such as R&D subsidies, are a useful 

complement to carbon pricing. 

 Innovation policies alone, however, will not achieve adequate, timely, or cost-effective 

emissions reductions. 

Introduction 

Economists overwhelmingly agree that “carbon taxes”—levies on the sale of fossil fuels such as oil, 

natural gas, and coal—offer “the most cost-effective lever to reduce carbon emissions at the scale and 

speed that is necessary” to address the global climate emergency.1 The logic of harnessing market 

incentives is simple: individuals and enterprises, acting out of self-interest, will shift toward lower-

carbon alternatives as prices rise for fossil fuels and the products and services that embed them. Real-

world evidence supports that logic; for example, a modest carbon tax in Great Britain slashed the use of 

coal in electricity generation from more than 40 percent in 2013 to a mere 3 percent in just six years.2 

Sometimes overlooked in discussions of carbon taxes is the similarly strong consensus among 

economists that “a consistently rising carbon price” will also “encourage technological innovation” to 

favor less reliance on fossil fuels.3 New technology offers the welcome promise of weaning the world off 

of dirty fuels much faster, and at lower cost, than many scenarios assume. By inducing the development 

of such new technology, as well as favoring currently available low-carbon options, carbon taxes provide 

two paths toward climate mitigation: reducing both emissions and the cost of cleaner energy. 

Why Innovation Matters 

Modern civilization is built on fossil fuels, which provide most of the energy to run our factories, power 

our cars, and heat our homes. Eliminating them over the next thirty years will require more than 

regulations or taxes. It will necessitate rapid discovery of lower-cost forms of clean energy and their 

speedy deployment throughout industry, agriculture, transportation, power generation, and buildings.  

The findings of government research laboratories hold out hope that future technology can help 

mitigate the impending climate crisis. A 2006 study by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory concluded 

that “accelerated technology development offers the potential to dramatically reduce the costs of 

[climate] stabilization . . . over the century, compared to the Baseline Cases, by 50% or more, leading to 

economic benefits of hundreds of billions to trillions of dollars globally.”4 

https://community.citizensclimate.org/groups/home/1772
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Progress in the clean energy sector since then has been dramatic. Over the past 10 years, the 

unsubsidized cost of wind energy has fallen 70 percent, and the cost of utility-scale solar has plummeted 

89 percent.5 Global emissions of CO2, however, have continued to increase in the absence of strong tax 

or regulatory policies to promote the development and adoption of clean energy as a substitute for 

fossil fuels.6 

A report by the Department of Energy in 2017 nonetheless concluded that aggressive “stretch” national 

technology policies could, with some luck, reduce CO2 emissions by nearly 30 percent between 2017 

and 2040, enough at least to slow current warming trends. By comparison, DOE concluded that a very 

modest carbon tax of $20 per ton, increasing 5 percent annually, would cut emissions about 20 percent. 

Together, they could slash emissions as much as 45 percent by 2040.7 

How Carbon Taxes Induce and Accelerate Innovation 

Many critics of strong tax or regulatory policies to address the climate emergency claim that innovation 

alone will continue driving down the cost of clean energy with minimal government involvement, 

lowering emissions without raising costs to consumers. That’s not how leading economists see it. As 

Glenn Hubbard, former chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors in the George W. Bush 

administration, observed, “business people don’t innovate because it feels good; they innovate because 

there’s a return to that innovation. If you want a return to that innovation, . . . you will need to put a 

price on carbon.”8   

Carbon taxes are also vital to accelerating the adoption and diffusion of cleaner new inventions. 

Incumbent fossil fuel companies, and entrenched industries built around using their products, will resist 

change if oil, gas, and coal remain artificially cheap. Former Commerce Department chief economist Joe 

Kennedy observes, “When new technology comes at a higher cost, companies may not adopt it even if it 

significantly reduces emissions. A carbon tax partially addresses this by increasing the cost of dirty 

energy and, in the process, raising the private benefits of research on energy efficiency and low-carbon 

energy.”9 

The discovery of knowledge is highly creative, widely dispersed, and hard to predict. Nonetheless, most 

economists believe, as a matter of both logic and empirical study, that innovators respond to profitable 

market opportunities for technology invention and adoption. Carbon taxes shift those opportunities 

from fossil fuels to clean energy. As former Federal Reserve Vice Chairman Alan Blinder wrote, “Once 

America's entrepreneurs and corporate executives see lucrative opportunities from carbon-saving 

devices and technologies, they will start investing right away — and in ways that make the most 

economic sense. . . . I can hardly wait to witness the outpouring of ideas [a carbon tax] would unleash.”10 

In the same spirit, Paul Romer, former chief economist of the World Bank and a Nobel laureate famed 

for his theoretical work linking technology to economic growth, observed,  

The main reason to put a tax on greenhouse gases is not the one from the textbook. This is a tax that 

we want to people to avoid. We want innovators to discover all kinds of clever new ways to let 

people have the things that they want without paying this tax. . . The lesson . . . is that small 

incentives can generate lots of innovation.11 

Many entrepreneurs agree. Two major clean energy investors, one a Republican and one a Democrat, 

wrote in Politico, “Putting a market price on carbon would provide clear price signals to investors like us. 
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Then, the U.S. innovation engine — our most valuable asset — would be turned loose, and capital and 

U.S. jobs would follow.”12 Their judgment was confirmed by a survey of 35 large U.S. companies, which 

found that “among the nine policy tools listed in the survey, putting a price on carbon was by far the 

most important action that respondents think the U.S. government could take to advance low-carbon 

innovation.”13  Former Microsoft CEO Bill Gates, founder of the Breakthrough Energy Coalition, said, 

“Without a carbon tax, there’s no incentive for innovators or plant buyers to switch” to clean energy.14 

History also supports the view that prices strongly influence the pace of technology development and 

adoption. In the 1960s, when energy prices were falling, the efficiency of air conditioners actually 

declined. That trend reversed sharply after the oil price shocks of the 1970s, with energy prices 

accounting for up to half the subsequent efficiency gains in these home appliances.15 In the 

transportation sector, a recent study based on data from 80 countries estimates that a 10 percent 

increase in tax-inclusive gasoline prices would stimulate a 37 percent increase in the number of green 

vehicle technology patents over the succeeding five years.16 A study of the European Union’s carbon 

pricing system finds that even its low pricing levels have increased low-carbon innovation among 

affected firms by as much as 10 percent.17 

Despite such evidence, few economists have undertaken the complex task of fully accounting for 

technology improvements in their forecasts of the effect of carbon taxes on greenhouse gas emissions. 

As one detailed assessment of state-of-the-art models cautioned, “these models generally do not 

represent induced research and development spending and the associated spillovers” and thus “may 

understate the environmental effectiveness of the policies.”18 One recent estimates that carbon taxes 

could induce energy efficiency innovations sufficient to cut energy usage 30 percent more than 

traditional models assume over the course of a century.19  

How to Promote Innovation 

Carbon taxes can and should be structured to maximize their potential to promote innovation. As Paul 

Romer has observed, 

We want innovators to know that the tax is coming and to take steps now to make sure that when 

it bites, it will be little more than a nuisance. Eventually, we want the tax to be so high that no one 

ever pays it, yet no one cares because it is irrelevant. 

One way to achieve this would be to start with a very low tax on greenhouse gases right away and 

commit that the tax (in dollars per unit of greenhouse gas emitted) will increase gradually but 

inexorably. Innovators will start investing now in ways to for people to get what they want without 

paying the tax. They will stop investing in ways to extract more fossil fuels that will be subject to 

the tax.20 

The good news is that the leading carbon tax bill now pending in Congress, the Energy Innovation and 

Carbon Dividend Act, adopts just such an approach. It starts with a carbon tax of $15 per ton, rising at a 

rate of $10 annually. Such a tax structure would do little to disrupt consumers in the near term, while 

exerting a powerful influence on business investment and R&D spending based on future cost 

projections.21 
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Taxing pollution isn’t the only way to promote innovation in non-polluting technologies, of course. 

Regulations, such as building efficiency standards, can also promote innovation, though economists 

generally believe that taxes provide broader and thus more effective incentives for innovation.22 Direct 

government subsidies and tax incentives for research and development also promote new technology. 

Indeed, virtually every introductory economics textbook makes the case for such subsidies.23 The logic is 

that private firms, left to their own devices, underinvest in R&D from a social perspective, because they 

do not capture the full benefits that “spill over” to other firms, and consumers, from the broader 

adoption of their innovations. In addition, aversion to risk and uncertainty leads most firms to 

underinvest in the sorts of basic research that produce fundamental technological breakthroughs 

(atomic energy, the Internet, etc.), which can revolutionize entire industries.24 All that said, studies 

repeatedly find that public support for R&D, while highly desirable, is no substitute for carbon taxes 

when it comes to curbing greenhouse gas emissions, or even promoting faster technological progress.25 

The two approaches are, in fact, highly complementary.26  

Conclusion 

Transitioning to a low-carbon world will not be painless, but new technology can significantly ease the 

way if given an economy-wide boost. As economist Paul Krugman notes, “Even modest incentives for 

expanded use of renewable energy led to a spectacular fall in prices over the past decade.”27 The key, of 

course, is getting the right incentives to unlock the full creative potential of humanity. Rising carbon 

taxes are “the most cost-effective lever to reduce carbon emissions at the scale and speed that is 

necessary,” not least because they will powerfully promote new innovations and accelerate their 

adoption. 

Jonathan Marshall is former Economics Editor of the San Francisco Chronicle and is a member of Citizens’ 

Climate Lobby’s Economics Policy Network. The views expressed here do not necessarily represent those 

of Citizens’ Climate Lobby. 
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